DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL BEGUSARAI, ETWA NAGAR
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

CLASS -V
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
1. Why do you think Tom didn’t like going to school. If you were Tom’s friend, how would you
counsel/ convince him to attend the school regularly? Write at least five points.
2.Write the poem ‘Adventure with Books' in beautiful handwriting and draw it’s picture and
decorate it’s borders also.

SUBJECT: - HINDI

SUBJECT: - MATHS
ASSIGNMENT
Do Unit 1, W.S.3 , Unit 2, B.T. and Unit 3, B.T
PROJECT
1. Draw an Indian place value chart showing the periods and places of any 9- digit number on an A4 size - paper and decorate
it.

SUBJECT: - SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT1. What do you mean by inhalation and exhalation during breathing?
2 state the importance of vegetative reproduction in plants.
3.Name the plants that reproduce through stem cutting and through undergroun stem(two examples)
4. Write the harmful effect of deforestation (any four)
5. Why are forests known as Lungs of Earth?
PROJECTDraw or paste ten Forest Products on your H.W.note book (on white page)

SUBJECT: - SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Write and learn Something to know (A,B,C,D,E) of chapter 1,2 and 3( In a holiday homework
copy). (II) Write your experience on “yass cyclone”. What was the impact of yass on your day to day
life? What were the destruction occurred by yass cyclone in your locality,district and state.( not less
than 200 words)
2. On a chart paper draw a map of India and locate,label and colour all the states and
unionterritories. Write its capitals name and chiefministers name of all states also.

SUBJECT: - computer science
ASSIGNMENT:-Do activity lesson 1 &2
PROJECT:- DRAW DIFFERENT TYPES OF PRIMARY MEMORY & SECONDARY MEMORY.
SUBJECT: - Sanskrit

SUBJECT: - med

CLASS -VI
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
1 ‘First of all you should be a good human being'. What according to you should be the traits
(qualities) of a good human being. Write at least five qualities of a good human being. (How Daddy
Decided What He Wanted to Be)
2 Write a brief account of Ruskin Bond as a poet and draw/paste his picture along with it.
3 Read the newspaper daily. Write at least 10 words and learn their usage.

SUBJECT: - HINDI

SUBJECT: - MATHS
Assignment
1. Solve:
a. 569 x47+569x53.
b. 1562x62+1562x38.
2. Find the largest 5 digit number which is exactly divisible by 40.
3. Simplify:
18-[18-{18-(18-18)-18}]
4. Find the HCF
a. 345,506.
b. 70,105,175
5. The LCM and HCF of two numbers are 180 and 6 respectively. If one of the number is 30.
find the other.
6. Solve brain teasers,Q10 to 15 (Unit2,Factor and multiple,page44,)
Projects
1.Write the definition of:
a. Whole number. b. Natural number. C. Prime number.
prime number F. Integer
2.Write the Roman numbers from1 to 100.
3. Draw a number line with proper sign

SUBJECT: - SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT
Write answers of value based questions from all taught chapters.
PROJECT
Draw a well labelled diagram of sedimentation.

D. co prime number. E. twin

SUBJECT: - SOCIAL SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT1. Learn all Do you know ? , key words and question answers of lesson 1 ,8 & 21 .
PROJECT –
1. Collect pictures related to the landing man on the moon and make a scrap file.
2. Collect informations about Carbon dating and write into scrap book .
3. On a political map of India show different state’s culture.

SUBJECT: - computer science
ASSIGNMENT:-Do activity lesson 1 &2
PROJECT:- DWAW THE OPEN OFFICE IMPRESS WINDOWS AND LEVEL IT.
SUBJECT: - Sanskrit

SUBJECT: - med

CLASS -VII
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
1 Do all the exercise questions of 'Monkey Trouble' by Ruskin Bond.
2 Write the poem ‘Birdie Will You Pet' in beautiful handwriting and draw it’s pictures along with it.
3 Read the newspaper daily. Write at least 10 word and learn their usage.

SUBJECT: - HINDI

SUBJECT: - MATHS
Home assignment:
Do value based questions of the lessons -1,2,3 and 4
Project work:
Write all the formula related to the chapter Exponents and Power in A4 size paper

SUBJECT: - SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT
Answer the following question: 1. State two difference between Milk teeth and permanent teeth?
2. State the role of acid in human stomach?
3. Stet the function of a) Bile Juice & b) Pancreatic Juice in human digestive
system?
4. Write the chemical formulas of the following compounds: I) Copper Sulphate
II) Ammonium Hydroxide
5. Define decomposition reaction and give and example of the same?
PROJECT Make a model of the digestive system (using clay/plasticine to make the organs)
and rubber pipes/ribbons to make the food pipe and small intestine.

SUBJECT: - SOCIAL SCIENCE
Assignment -Prepare Questions and answers on the taught lessons.
Project -On an outline map of India locate and label the areas of major soil types on it.
Mention the names of states of each soil type

SUBJECT: - computer science
ASSIGNMENT:-Do activity lesson 1 &2
PROJECT:- DRAW VACUUM TUBES,IC,MICROPROCESSORS

SUBJECT: - Sanskrit

SUBJECT: - med

CLASS -VIII
SUBJECT: - ENGLISH
1 ‘Knowledge gained through experience is far superior to and many times more useful than
theoretical knowledge.’ Write your opinion in the light of the fact that the hermit did not answer the
king’s questions as soon as they were put to him.
2 Write a brief account of Ruskin Bond and draw/paste his picture along with it.
3 Read the newspaper daily. Write at least 10 words and learn their usage.

SUBJECT: - HINDI

SUBJECT: - MATHS
Assingment :Do the WS-1, WS-2- BT, and Value Based question of Exponents and Radicals.
Project :Draw the project of the square of Natural Number from 1 to 40 on chart paper.
WS*- WorkSheet
BT* - Brai-Teaser

SUBJECT: - SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT1. Describe an activity to estimate the atmospheric pressure at place using air sucker.
2. Describe an activity to show that sliding friction is little less than static friction.
3. Describe an activity to show that liquid pressure increases with the increase in height of liquid
column.
4. Draw the well labeled diagrams of a plant cell and an animal cell.
Complete the exercise Q/A of ch-1,2,4 & 5 of Text Book.
PROJECT Collect information about the COVID-19, ‘SAARS’ viruses through internet or news papers
published in recent years/days and write 10 points of
safety precautions regarding present pandemic. Arrange a project file and attach it for its
presentation.

SUBJECT: - SOCIAL SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT
Do all the question answer of taught portion of your textbook.
Do all the map work of taught portion of your textbook.
PROJECT
Write the preamble of Indian constitution on a chart paper and decorate it.
Paste pictures of trees/plants having medicinal value in your scrapbook. Which of these plants have
you grown in your school or plan to grow?

SUBJECT: - computer science
ASSIGNMENT:-Do activity lesson 1 &2
PROJECT:- WRITE HTML PROGRAM TO USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF TAGS.(ABOUT OURSELF).
SUBJECT: - Sanskrit

SUBJECT: - med

